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Sworn Statement of Anonymous
1. I have appeared in court on behalf of indigent immigrants in Texas, including the El Paso
area, since 2014. I declare that the following is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and recollection under penalty of perjury of the federal laws of the United
States. I will remain anonymous because I fear retaliation and strongly believe that my
clients’ cases will be negatively affected if my identity is disclosed.
2. My anonymity in this process stems from first hand accounts of immigration judges
(“IJs”) making negative comments about attorneys while on the bench and openly
voicing their disapproving opinions about them, calling those attorneys “dishonest,”
“lazy” and criticizing the attorneys’ work. I firmly believe that if my identity were to be
revealed in this sworn statement, IJs in the El Paso area might use their discretion to deny
my clients opportunity to fairly plead their cases, including perhaps denying bond or
granting higher bond amounts as retaliation.
3. Throughout my approximately five years appearing on behalf of detained and nondetained persons before various IJs in the El Paso Service Processing Center Immigration
Court (“El Paso SPC Immigration Court”), the El Paso Immigration Court as well as the
Otero Immigration Court, I witnessed countless instances of judicial misconduct and
egregious conduct on behalf of IJs. These instances include issues related to access to due
process, including: (a) IJ’s inappropriate or offensive comments towards clients and
attorneys; (b) arbitrary and capricious denial of court motions; (c) IJ standing orders
substantially undermining due process; (d) and problematic bond practices.
4. Standing orders represent local rules issued by immigration judges that counsel and
clients must abide by. Some of these standing orders are administrative in nature, e.g.
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requiring that respondents providing certain types of information. Other times, the
standing rules are more substantive and affect motions, submissions, pleadings, and bond.
5. IJ William L. Abbott’s (“IJ Abbott”) standing orders are used as a kind of template for
newer judges because of his long career in El Paso and seniority; IJ Michael S. Pleters
(“IJ Pleters”) and IJ Dean S. Tuckman (“IJ Tuckman”) have both adopted IJ Abbott’s
standing orders almost verbatim. These standing orders are huge hindrances for attorneys
and their clients, negatively contribute to access to counsel by discouraging potential
attorneys from representing El Paso-based clients, and effectively prejudice clients’
petitions for relief. There are five key type of standing orders that negatively affect
clients in the El Paso area.
6. There is a standing order (“Pre-Merits Submission Standing Order”) that requires that a
complete application for asylum, Withholding of Removal, or relief under the
Convention Against Torture (collectively referred to in this declaration as “humanitarian
relief” and filed through Form I-589 Application for Asylum and for Withholding of
Removal) and supporting evidence (also known as “exhibits”) be submitted before the
individual merits hearing. It is my understanding that IJ Abbott, IJ Pleters, and IJ
Tuckman all adopted this standing order.
7. There is a standing order (“100-Page Limit Standing Order”) that prohibits more than 100
pages of exhibits (excluding Form I-589 and statement of respondent), with applications
violating this standing order being “returned to respondent and/or counsel.” It is my
understanding that IJ Abbott adopted this standing order.
8. There is a standing order (“Prohibition on Supplementary Evidence Standing Order”) that
prohibits the submission of supplementary documents or evidence after submission of an
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application for humanitarian relief, unless the court grants a motion that the evidence was
“new and unavailable” at the time of filing the original application. It is my
understanding that IJ Abbott and IJ Pleters adopted this standing order.
9. There is a standing order (“Consideration of Merits at Bond Hearing Standing Order”)
that requires respondents seeking humanitarian relief provide a sworn declaration
regarding who is persecuting them, description of past and/or future persecution, and
nexus of persecution. These are some of the elements that, under immigration law, a
respondent seeking humanitarian relief must often demonstrate at an Individual Hearing
to qualify for relief. It is my understanding that IJ Abbott, IJ Pleters, and IJ Tuckman all
adopted this standing order.
10. There is a standing order (“Prohibition on Telephonic Appearances Standing Order”) that
generally prohibits the granting of telephonic motions to appear (e.g. an attorney
appearing at a Master Calendar Hearing, which is essentially a scheduling hearing,
remotely) absent “extraordinary circumstances.” It is my understanding that IJ Abbott
and possibly other IJs adopted this standing order.
11. In spring 2018, I appeared before IJ Abbott on behalf of my asylum-seeking client. My
client was negatively impacted by IJ Abbott’s Pre-Merits Submission Standing Order.
This standing order undermined my ability to prepare the application and prejudiced my
client’s case.
12. I include a portion of the redacted official transcript for this hearing as an addendum to
this declaration. The below exchange begins on page 112, line 1 of the transcript and
involves my request to IJ Abbott to allow the submission of critical evidence after the
deadlines established by the Prohibition on Supplementary Evidence Standing Order.
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During this hearing, I responded to IJ Abbott’s question of whether my client’s asylum
application had enough supporting documentation by saying that we were still waiting to
receive additional evidence from U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). IJ
Abbott responded by stating, “Well, this is closed—the case closes for you today,”1
indicating that IJ Abbott was not willing to accept any new evidence after that date, in
accordance with the Prohibition on Supplementary Evidence Standing Order. I then
reply, “Your honor, I understand that. But just if anything else comes up, due processwise,”2 to which IJ Abbott interrupts me by saying, “Due process is an opportunity not a
privilege. So, believe me, if you don’t submit it with your application of this size, we will
not hear that information.”3 IJ Abbott’s statement about due process was shocking and
especially inappropriate given IJ Abbott’s position as a federal immigration judge. I was
particularly disturbed that IJ Abbott did not think his comment was inappropriate and that
he was comfortable sharing this comment with a packed courtroom.
13. IJ Abbott continued, stating that the evidence held by ICE that had not yet been provided
was “not evidence that didn’t exist”4 and “there’s a reason why I issued a pre-trial
order,”5 referring to Prohibition on Supplementary Evidence Standing Order. It was clear
that IJ Abbott was unwilling to consider the dilemma we faced by this order.
Paradoxically, IJ Abbott stated, “that being said, the DHS is not subject to the pre-trial
order,”6 meaning that while respondents had to submit the entire application packet by a
certain date and could not supplement that application, ICE attorneys were not subject to
that same restriction.
Page 112, line 6 of transcript.
Page 112, line 8 of transcript.
3
Page 112, lines 10-15 (emphasis added).
4
Page 113, line 3.
5
Page 113, line 7.
6
Page 115, line 2.
1
2
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14. IJ Abbott continued to lecture me about the size of the application submitted, which was
around 1,250 pages of crucial supporting evidence, and berated me as ineffective counsel.
IJ Abbott stated:
Please understand when you throw things against the wall and you expect
them to stick, I am not that kind of person. So, I’m going to basically go
through your application and pick about three or four things that I think
that are important... The rest of the application I’ll most likely ignore.7
15. I submitted a comprehensive and complete application containing 1,250 pages to ensure
that I represented my client to the best of my abilities and that my client had the best
opportunity to identify and obtain the immigration relief available to them. The size of
the application also stemmed from IJ Abbott’s Prohibition on Supplementary Evidence
Standing Order, which, as previously stated, requires the entire application be submitted
before merits hearing. Specifically, I felt compelled to include any and all relevant
evidence because, unless an exception is granted, the Prohibition on Supplementary
Evidence Standing Order establishes the initial submission of the application as the only
and last chance for a client to make all their claims to relief.
16. During this hearing, I appeared in front of IJ Abbott for approximately three hours and
was unable to ask my client a single question because IJ Abbott conducted the entirety of
the direct representation. I attempted to raise this issue with IJ Abbott, but he cut of me
off. He stated I would eventually be able to ask questions, but ultimately was prohibited
from asking any questions of my client. The government counsel, however, was not
restricted from conducting cross examination of my client. This policy made it
significantly harder for me to build a record for any eventual appeal and undermined my
ability to represent my client to the best of my abilities.
7

Page 113, lines 15-21.
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17. Sometime shortly after this particular hearing, IJ Abbott instituted the 100-Page Standing
Order.
18. It is commonly known amongst attorneys in the El Paso area that IJ Abbott rarely grants
motions for supplemental evidence, e.g. exceptions to the 100-Page Standing Order. This
practice, coupled with the Prohibition on Supplementary Evidence Standing Order, force
attorneys into a difficult and unfair decision in determining what evidence is most helpful
even though additional evidence might also be equally as important. The 100-Page
Standing Order is especially harmful because it not only hinders client’s cases during
initial hearings, but the inability to fully include all relevant evidence on the record is also
harmful to clients in their future ability to properly appeal an unfavorable decision due to
the inability to develop a more complete record.
19. I am frequently contacted by out-of-town attorneys both private and pro-bono, who
contact me for insight in navigating the immigration courts in the El Paso area. The
various standing orders discourage these out-of-town attorneys from taking on cases as
those attorneys are intimidated and discouraged by the strict nature of the standing orders.
It is my belief that approximately a dozen out-of-town attorneys who reach out to me
each year ultimately decide not to take an El Paso case because of the five standing
orders previously mentioned.
20. Attorneys accustomed with practicing in other immigration courts are always shocked in
response to these standing orders, and especially discouraged by the “Prohibition on
Telephonic Appearances” and the “Prohibition on Supplementary Evidence Standing
Order”. These attorneys frequently learn about these standing orders, and ultimately
decide not to take on cases as a result.
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21. In summer of 2017 one attorney, who despite their concerns surrounding the standing
orders, took a case of a man detained in the El Paso Service Processing Center, later told
me they would never accept another case in the El Paso area or before IJ Abbott because
they felt their client’s bond hearing was instead equivalent to a merits hearing as a result
of the Consideration of Merits at Bond Hearing Standing Order.
22. In El Paso, it is common to witness inappropriate comments from immigration judges on
the bench. IJ Stephen Ruhle (“IJ Ruhle”) and IJ Abbott frequently pre-adjudicate cases at
bond hearings and have been known to discourage clients from fighting their cases by
citing likelihood of long-term detention or expressing an presumptive opinion before
hearing any evidence or testimony. I have heard both IJs express their opinion saying
people would be better off choosing deportation.
23. In the spring of 2018, during a Master Calendar Hearing for one of my clients, one of the
first things IJ Ruhle stated, before reviewing the merits of my clients case and shortly
after I said hello, was “you know your client is going bye-bye right?”
24. IJ Abbott is also known for making inappropriate comments. On multiple locations, I
have heard him say he does not believe indigenous people are a race, only a Particular
Social Group because of their unique customs. He also frequently makes comments about
having heightened concerns about respondents coming from African countries because
they may be terrorists.
25. IJ Abbott has frequently denied bond if the statement given to Border Patrol does not
include a claim of fear. He has stated, multiple times, that he believes that upon
detention, immigrants conspire with other detained persons who then advise them to
fabricate a story of credible fear. Thus, if a respondent did not initially express fear upon
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apprehension, any subsequent claim of fear is automatically presumed dubious and
fabricated.
26. In the early Spring of 2018, I assisted another attorney in applying for bond on behalf of
one of my former clients who I had assisted through the Credible Fear Interview process.
The young man’s sworn statement from Border Patrol quoted him saying he had no fear
of persecution, even though he was a non-English speaker and profusely denied ever
making such a claim. Additionally, we had provided the court with copious amounts of
evidence demonstrating that this young man did in fact fear persecution. Nevertheless, IJ
Abbott denied bond solely on the basis of the Border Patrol sworn statement.
27. IJ Abbott’s overreliance on the credibility of the Border Patrol sworn statements is
something that I have observed frequently in other bond hearings. On multiple occasions,
I have heard IJ Abbott tell counsel that he was denying bond because, paraphrased,
“federal agents never lie on these forms.” Instead, I have heard IJ Abbott tell attorneys
and respondents on multiple occasions that respondents invent their fear claims upon
discussion with other detainees.
28. In another appearance in 2014 or 2015 before IJ Abbott, after the Board of Immigration
Appeals (“BIA”) decided Matter of ARCG, IJ Abbott spent approximately a half hour
lecturing the courtroom on how he was reluctant in granting asylum as a result of Matter
of ARCG because he believed the BIA decided Matter of ARCG incorrectly and that it
was incorrect case law. IJ Abbott ultimately granted asylum for my client after it was
remanded for security checks by the BIA in accordance with Matter of ARCG.
29. Last year, I was approached by a trusted friend who also practices in the El Paso SPC
Immigration Court regarding a particularly uncomfortable and inappropriate comment
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Sworn Statement of Alexandra Bachan
1. I, Alexandra Bachan, am an attorney barred in the states of California and New York and
a practicing attorney at the Law Office of Alexandra Bachan, based in Oakland, CA. I
declare that the following is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and recollection
under penalty of perjury of the federal laws of the United States and the laws of the state
of California.
2. In May of 2018, I entered into an agreement for representation of a Guatemalan national
detained at the El Paso Service Processing Center Immigration Court (“El Paso SPC
Immigration Court”) before Immigration Judge William L. Abbott (“hereinafter “IJ
Abbot”). As part of my representation, I worked with my client’s family, who live close
to my office, to obtain evidence and documents in support of my client’s claim, and I
spoke to my client over the phone with the assistance of a Mayan Mam interpreter. By
working with my client, his family and the documents they provided me, I was able to
familiarize myself extensively with the facts of my client’s case in preparation for both
the master and bond hearings.
3.

My client and his family are Mam Mayan, one of the many indigenous tribes of
Guatemala. My client’s family retained me in large part because I represent a great
number of Mam Mayans in Oakland, California, where there is a thriving Mam Mayan
population. Through my representation, I have become well informed regarding the
history and current experience of indigenous people in Guatemala, the legal arguments
and authority pertaining to their eligibility, as well as the challenges that they face before
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the immigration system due to cultural and linguistic barriers. I work with several Mam
interpreters who visit my office regularly to interpret for our many Mam Mayan clients.
4. As my home and my office in Oakland, CA are almost 1,000 miles from El Paso, Texas, I
filed a motion with IJ Abbott requesting to appear telephonically on behalf of my client at
my client’s then upcoming Master Calendar Hearing (MCH). On May 24, 2018, IJ
Abbott denied my motion, directing me to his standing order which states that “[s]ince
2007 the judges at the Service Processing Center in El Paso have not routinely allowed
the appearance of attorneys by telephone.” IJ Abbott stated that my significant distance
from the immigration court was not an “extenuating circumstance” for the purpose of a
telephonic hearing. Specifically, in what appeared to be a boiler plate denial without
consideration of due process for my client, he stated that the “court does not routinely
allow attorneys to appear by telephone” even though the court “is cognizant of the
hardship this standing order may place upon a respondent who seeks to hire an attorney
for representation from outside the El Paso metro area.” As a result of being unable to
appear telephonically, I hired a local immigration attorney to appear at both the MCH and
subsequent bond hearing, ultimately costing $1,000 in additional fees to the client and his
family.
5. Upon entering the United States, my client was unable to communicate with U.S.
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) officers. As a native speaker of Mam, he speaks
neither Spanish nor English. Despite my client’s inability to communicate without a Mam
interpreter’s assistance, the Form I-213, record of initial apprehension, purports that my
client stated that he had no fear of returning to Guatemala and had come to the United
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States to seek employment. This is not true; my client had a fear of returning to his home
country and came to the United States to seek asylum as a result of ethnic and religious
persecution.
6. My client speaks a Mayan Mam dialect particular to the region of Todos Santos. He
speaks extremely limited Spanish: he only understands a few certain words, but cannot
understand full sentences. His ability to make himself understood in Spanish is even more
limited than his ability to comprehend it. During my conversations with my client by
phone, we required the assistance of a Mam interpreter from Todos Santos, where my
client is from. While I am fluent in Spanish, my client and I were not able to
communicate without the assistance of the interpreter. Based on the foregoing, I am
confident that my client would not be have been able to understand the questions
included on the I-213, and he certainly would not be able to express himself in full
sentences in the manner purported in the Form I-213, without the aid of a Mam
interpreter.
7. On June 30, 2018, I submitted an exhibit package to the Immigration Court, in which we
submitted letters from my client’s lawful permanent resident (LPR) uncle and cousin
(along with evidence of their status as LPRs) attesting to their intention to take my client
in and ensure his appearance at all subsequent hearings. I also submitted medical records,
police reports, and letters from my client’s parents in Guatemala demonstrating his
religious and ethnic persecution.
8. Despite this clear evidence, IJ Abbott found that my client was not credible and thus not
eligible for release as a flight risk. IJ Abbot relied entirely on the erroneous statements
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contained in Form I-213, despite my client’s insistence that he did not make those
statements and in fact could not even communicate with the CBP officers. Based on
nothing other than the I-213 and my client’s brief five-year prior residency in the United
States, IJ Abbott determined that he did not believe that my client did not speak Spanish.
IJ Abbott focused only on the fact that my client had lived in the United States
previously, without due consideration of my client’s low education level and the
high-incidence of cultural isolation among indigenous communities that would explain
why those years of residency did not build up his Spanish proficiency.
9. As a result of IJ Abbott’s ruling and reliance on an erroneous Form I-213, I had no choice
but to tell my client that the probability that IJ Abbott would grant his asylum claim was
very low, in light of the Board of Immigration Appeals’ presumption that Forms I-213
are inherently reliable. IJ Abbott’s negative credibility finding and denial of bond led me
to believe that he would similarly deny my client’s case on the merits. Consequently, my
client decided to abandon his asylum application and IJ Abbott ordered my client
removed.
10. I firmly believe that the local attorney I hired was competent. However, I strongly feel
my client would have been even better served by my representation if I had been able to
appear telephonically. I say this on account of my first-hand experience interviewing and
preparing my client telephonically, preparing his case with his family, and reviewing the
documents and evidence in his case. He also would have benefitted from my experience
with Mam cases, and my sensitivity to the linguistic barriers such cases present. I
strongly believe my client had a meritorious case and that, if he had been given the
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Sworn Statement of Brooke Bischoff
1. I, Brooke Bischoff, am an attorney barred in the state of Texas. From August 2018 to
January 2019, I represented six noncitizens detained at the Mexico-United States border
in front of the Immigration Court at the El Paso Processing Center on a pro bono basis.
2. From my arrival to El Paso, TX in August of 2018 until January 23, 2019, I observed
numerous judicial abuses at the El Paso Service Processing Center Immigration Court
(“El Paso SPC Immigration Court”) specifically committed by Immigration Judge (“IJ”)
Stephen Ruhle (“Ruhle”), and Immigration Judge (“IJ”) William L. Abbott (“Abbott”).
These abuses consisted of issues related to general due process, bond hearings, and
individual hearings.
3. Several times when I appeared before IJ Ruhle, the IJ made inappropriate, chastising
comments to me and other attorneys, calling attorneys “useless;” stating that
representation does not affect whether a respondent will be able to win their case; and
saying that attorneys are submitting too much evidence to the court in asylum cases
because they “charge clients by the page.” IJ Ruhle would regularly pre-adjudicate
client’s cases and expressed opinions regarding the strength of the underlying merits case
before submission of an application for relief, going so far as to state for the record that
he would likely deny a respondent's case before an application had even been submitted.
4. On various instances, I have heard IJ Ruhle state that he refers to El Paso as “the bye-bye
place” in front of respondents and counsel because so few asylum claims are granted by
the Court at the El Paso Processing Center.
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5. On one instance, on November 27, 2018, I appeared in front of IJ Ruhle as a Friend of the
Court in order to ensure that a respondent whose case we had referred out for pro bono
counsel was given adequate time to find an attorney. When I appeared, IJ Ruhle told me
that there is no such thing as Friend of the Court. On that date, despite being told that I
could not appear as a Friend of the Court, I stayed in the courtroom and observed as
respondents went through their first master calendar hearing. During this group master
calendar hearing, IJ Ruhle repeatedly indicated that respondents wishing to request
asylum would likely face an extended wait and would likely not be successful in their
claims. During this group master calendar hearing, IJ Ruhle also stated that because of his
own hearing loss, he would need the respondents to speak loudly when they responded to
him, and that if they failed to speak loudly enough for him to hear, he would find that
they were not being cooperative in their claims for relief and may consider their claims
abandoned.
6. In one instance, on October 11, 2018, I appeared with my client at a Master Calendar
Hearing in front of IJ Ruhle and requested a bond hearing pursuant to the previously
submitted bond motion. The IJ indicated that he had not read the bond motion and denied
bond without considering the client’s individual circumstances. I then orally requested a
continuance of the Master Calendar Hearing in order to prepare and submit the client’s
I-589, the application for asylum, because I had been newly retained. IJ Ruhle
immediately denied the request for a continuance and ordered my client removed for
failure to submit the I-589. He then sua sponte reopened the case later the same day and
gave counsel one week to prepare the asylum application. At the time of reopening, the
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IJ, before he had even received or reviewed the application, said that he did not believe
the case had a chance of success on the merits.
7. IJ Ruhle denied bond for all but one of my clients, despite each client having community
ties inside the United States, credible claims for asylum, and no criminal record. IJ
Ruhle’s sole grant of bond was for a client was a lesbian woman, which is understood
generally by practitioners in front of the El Paso SPC Immigration Court to be one of the
only categories of persons for which IJ Ruhle grants bond. I firmly believe that if my
client had not mentioned her sexual identity when answering an unrelated question by IJ
Ruhle, she would not have been granted bond.
8. In September 2018, I consulted with a potential client who had a strong claim for
derivative citizenship. According to the respondent, however, IJ Ruhle said that if he tried
to fight his case, the client would be detained for a year, and the IJ would ultimately deny
his case anyway. These statements from IJ Ruhle convinced the potential client to not
pursue his case and to request voluntary departure.
9. My clients have also been prejudiced by IJ Abbott's standing order regarding asylum
claims. IJ Abbot’s standing order that limits asylum applications to contain no more than
100 pages of exhibits prejudiced my clients by limiting the amount of evidence I can
submit in support of an application for relief. Additionally, IJ Abbott’s prohibition on
supplementing the submission at a later date prejudiced my clients where documents
being mailed from abroad were not received before the full 100-page submission in
support of the asylum application were due. IJ Abbott’s requirement that an asylum
application and supporting evidence be submitted together undermined my ability to
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submit supplementary evidence or evidence that is acquired or discovered at a later date.
In one particular case, we had to exclude highly relevant and supportive country
conditions that supported the Respondent’s claim for relief.
10. On or about October 10, 2018, I took over representation of a client detained in the West
Texas Detention Facility from a different attorney my organization. The West Texas
Detention facility is located more than an hour and a half away from El Paso and the El
Paso Immigration Court. On October 15, 2018, I submitted a written motion for a
continuance in order to prepare my client for trial, as I would need to travel to Sierra
Blanca, where the West Texas Detention Facility is located, in order to prepare her. In his
written denial of my motion to continue, IJ Abbott reprimanded me and said my request
was unethical and I should be afraid of being sued by my client for not being prepared for
trial immediately. Because IJ Abbott denied my request for a continuance, I had to
prepare my client via telephone over the weekend, which I believe was not as effective as
preparing her in person.
11. It is generally understood by attorneys at the El Paso SPC Immigration Court that IJ
Ruhle and IJ Abbott prevent or discourage counsel from asking direct examination
questions to clients on the stand and that both IJs conduct the majority of direct
examination, limiting or discouraging oral testimony from respondents. Despite the
burden of proof resting on the respondent to demonstrate a well-founded fear of
persecution, IJ Ruhle and IJ Abbott only accept written declarations and often sharply
limit oral testimony from respondents; and unilaterally decide what claims for relief may
be addressed in court through testimony, effectively controlling the narrative and limits
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what sorts of claims for relief can be presented. Importantly, these limitations make it
very difficult for counsel to establish a comprehensive record, undermining the strength
of any subsequent appeal. These limitations also create significant obstacles for clients to
satisfy their burden of credibility, as many clients are intimidated by IJ Abbott and IJ
Ruhle's aggressive questioning and may respond in an incomplete fashion out of fear.
12. Additionally, there were also language and interpretation issues at the El Paso SPC
Immigration Court. In one case where the respondent spoke an indigenous language,
interpreters in her language were not provided during Master Calendar Hearings. At the
first scheduled Individual Hearing, there was no interpreter present in her native language
and the Individual Hearing had to be rescheduled. At a subsequent Individual Hearing,
there was no interpreter available in her language, and the court had to use a relay
interpreter from English into Spanish into the Respondent’s indigenous language, which
limited her ability to understand the proceedings. The general understanding amongst
counsel is that anyone at the El Paso SPC Immigration Court who is not a Spanish
speaker does not receive interpretation at a Master Calendar Hearing. This failure to
provide interpretation is not only a violation of respondents' regulatory rights, but the
confusion created by an uninterpreted court hearing provides significant, at times
insurmountable, difficulties for speakers of indigenous languages
13. Based on my knowledge and experience, pro bono attorneys from outside of El Paso
consistently face issues with being denied or discouraged motions for telephonic
appearances for bond hearings. I represent clients in person and I generally do not have to
request telephonic hearings.
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14. I have discussed many of these issues with other practitioners in the El Paso area, and I
believe that attorneys and clients who witness and experience these abuses believe that
they or their clients will face retaliation if they file a complaint against IJ Abbott or IJ
Ruhle.

03/20/2019
__________________________________________
Date

__________________________________________
Brooke Bischoff, Esq.
3511 Hixson Street
El Paso, TX 79902
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Sworn Statement of Anonymous
1. I am an attorney licensed in the state of Texas and an associate at a private firm. I am not
willing to disclose the real name or identity of myself, my office, or my client, for fear of
retaliation on future matters. In my capacity, over the past ten years, I have represented
well in excess of a hundred clients in immigration court, and have appeared in front of
Immigration Judges William L. Abbott (“IJ Abbott”), Michael S. Pleters (“IJ Pleters”) and
Stephen Ruhle (“IJ Ruhle”) in the El Paso Service Processing Center (“El Paso SPC”).
2. In or around August 2018, I appeared in person in front of IJ Abbott representing a female
client in conjunction of a Credible Fear Review. During this appearance, I believe that IJ
Abbott treated my client disparately because of her gender. Based on my observations of
IJ Abbott’s treatment of a male respondent, I perceived that IJ Abbott was more abrasive,
short, and stringent when questioning my female client. Throughout the examination of
my client, IJ Abbott displayed a general tone of disbelief and incredulity and often
interrupted my client. I believe that IJ Abbott demonstrated this behavior because my
client was a woman based on the different tone he adopted when examining a male
respondent who was similarly undergoing a Credible Fear Review. He also stated my
client looked like a young version of a Latina singer which I found incredibly strange and
inappropriate.
3. In conjunction with that Credible Fear Review, I submitted evidence in support of my
client’s case. In response, IJ Abbott added this evidence to the record but stated
something to the effect of “I don’t know why you submit these materials.” He accepted
my materials, and quickly thumbed through the pages. These comments and actions
indicated that IJ Abbott did not actually plan on reviewing this evidence in furtherance of
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his CFI review. Subsequently, IJ Abbott denied my client’s CFI. My firm submitted a
Request for Review, which was ultimately granted. My client was released and transferred
venue.
4. Additionally, I believe that IJ Abbott’s standing order limiting exhibits in support of
applications for humanitarian relief, including asylum, to 100 pages is detrimental to
access to due process for individuals. Demonstrating eligibility for relief under our
nation’s immigration laws requires significant and substantial evidence and an arbitrary
limit on the submission of evidence does not further the ability of an individual to
successfully present their claim for relief.

_1/14/2019_________________________________________
Date
/s/ Anonymous ______________________________________
Anonymous
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Appendix B5: Sworn Statement of
Anonymous #3
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Sworn Statement of Anonymous
1. I am pro bono attorney with a non-profit organization based in Santa Fe, New Mexico
dedicated to providing legal representation to immigrants; and am licensed in the state of
New York. I declare that the following is true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and recollection under penalty of perjury of the federal laws of the United States. I will
remain anonymous because I fear retaliation and strongly believe that my clients’ cases
will be negatively affected if my identity is disclosed. In the El Paso-area immigration
courts, judges tend to act more favorably towards those practitioners they seem to like in
making discretionary decisions. I have seen this favor play out in other colleagues’ cases
and it would be regrettable for my clients to be prejudiced by a judge’s hostile attitude
towards me.
2. I have appeared before judges at the El Paso Service Processing Center Immigration
Court (“El Paso SPC Immigration Court”) on approximately seven occasions between
2015 and 2018. Throughout these appearances, I witnessed judicial court misconduct and
due process violations by different judges at the El Paso SPC Immigration Court. These
observations included inappropriate comments; pre-adjudication of cases; and due
process-related issues with Master Calendar Hearings and bond hearings.
3. In or around July 2015, I appeared at the El Paso SPC Immigration Court as a legal intern
for

alongside one of their

pro-bono attorneys before Immigration Judge William L. Abbott (“IJ Abbott”). The
pro-bono attorney for

was arguing in support of a motion for competency
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hearing for their client, an undocumented national from Nigeria, who experienced a
significant mental breakdown while in detention.
4. During this breakdown, the client exhibited memory impairment in his inability to
recognize his attorney during a legal visit, and on a separate occasion, perseveration
(persistent repetition of words and phrases, such as “Jesus is God”) in his speech and
disorientation, at one point reportedly flinging fecal matter in his cell. In response to the
motion, IJ Abbott proceeded to make inappropriate comments and openly mocked the
client’s mental state by calling the client “crazy” and laughing. I, much like everyone
else in the courtroom, was shocked at IJ Abbott’s behavior, especially when IJ Abbott
continued, looking around the courtroom while laughing, as if expecting everyone to join.
The

attorney was, at the time, still new to practicing and was very

obviously intimidated and uncomfortable. It is my belief that the attorney did not respond
or acknowledge IJ Abbott's inappropriate behavior so as to not negatively prejudice her
client.
5. On another occasion, around October 2018, I appeared at the El Paso SPC Immigration
Court before Immigration Judge Stephen Ruhle (“IJ Ruhle”) for a special appearance. IJ
Ruhle knew that my client had expressed credible fear and quickly flipped through the
client’s case file. Shortly after providing a cursory glance over the case file, no longer
than five seconds, IJ Ruhle made a comment similar to “Oh yeah, this case is not going to
take long…” This comment, coupled with his demeanor, clearly showed that IJ Ruhle
had already made a decision on my client’s case, without hearing any testimony or
evidence on the case, that my client had no viable forms of relief. IJ Ruhle’s
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pre-adjudication of my client’s case violated my client’s due process rights and
negatively prejudiced their chances at relief. If IJ Ruhle is able to so quickly come to a
decision for a respondent’s case who does have representation, I can only imagine how
prematurely he decides cases that are pro se. I would assume it would lead someone
lacking any legal knowledge to self deport after being told that they have no viable form
of relief.
6. As I have also familiarized myself with the Otero County Processing Center Immigration
Court, I discovered that it is common knowledge among attorneys in El Paso that motions
for bond are generally denied, except in exceptional circumstances. In my somewhat
limited time practicing in the area, it has become my understanding that there is
essentially a presumption among IJs that they will deny bond.
7. In one of these rare exceptions, while appearing before Immigration Judge Kathleen
French (“IJ French”) on December 18, 2018, IJ French granted my motion for bond.
However, IJ French issued an expensive and exorbitant bond amount at $10,000, which I
found absurd given that $1,500 represents the lowest statutorily possible bond amount.
Moreover, my client posed no flight risk, had no non-immigration related criminal
convictions, and a strong asylum case. I soon learned that the culture at the Otero
Immigration Court regarding bond essentially involves being grateful for any bond,
regardless of amount, because judges rarely grant bond.
8. Most recently, on January 16, 2019, I appeared at the El Paso SPC Immigration court for
a Master Calendar Hearing where I observed Immigration Judge Michael S. Pleters (“IJ
Pleters”) disproportionately give the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”)
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government attorneys a later call-up date, resulting in more time to submit all materials,
but not give the same call-up date to the respondent—instead giving the respondent a
sooner date. A call-up date represents a date by which a party must submit all evidence
related to a case. IJ Pleters’ differing call-up dates for the different parties demonstrated a
bias where the DHS trial attorney received more time to prepare and submit evidence
than the respondent, which clearly negatively prejudices the respondent counsel from
having the same amount of time to prepare their case.

02/06/2018________________________________
Date
/s/________________________________________
Anonymous
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Appendix B6: Sworn Statement of
Anonymous #4
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Sworn Statement of Anonymous
1. I am an attorney barred in the state of New York and an associate at a private firm. I am
not willing to disclose the real name or identity of myself, my office, or my client, for
fear of retaliation from the Immigration Court on this, and future, matters.
2. Between September 2018 and January 2019, I appeared for a pro bono case representing
a client who is an asylum seeker at the El Paso Service Processing Center Immigration
Court (“El Paso SPC Immigration Court”) before Immigration Judge William L. Abbott
(“hereinafter “IJ Abbott”). I am part of a team from my firm representing my client and I
am the lead attorney for my client’s case. We undertook this representation through the
Immigration Justice Campaign—a joint collaboration between the American Immigration
Lawyers Association and the American Immigration Council and Annunciation House in
El Paso, TX.
3. In appearing before IJ Abbott, I witnessed several due process violations that prejudiced
my client—specifically, IJ Abbott’s standing orders to issue blanket denials for
telephonic appearances and limiting exhibits to no more than 100 pages.
4. It is generally understood by attorneys at the El Paso SPC Immigration Court that IJ
Abbott almost always denies motions for telephonic appearances. Although I was glad to
appear in person on four separate occasions to meet with my client and to better
understand the workings of the El Paso SPC Immigration Court, IJ Abbott’s consistent
denial for telephonic appearances unnecessarily financially burdened my firm and
increased barriers to represent my client.
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5. I am an attorney based out of New York and the costs for travel from New York to Texas
incurred by my firm have created an unnecessary and costly hardship. Indeed, the denial
of my motion to telephonically appear approximately cost my firm $5,000 in
expenditures for travel and lodgings.
6. The denial of the motion to appear telephonically also increased the physical and
emotional burden associated with representing my client, forcing travel in and out of El
Paso to New York at either very early in the morning or very late at night; and making
pro bono representation generally more burdensome and discouraging.
7. I believe IJ Abbott’s standing order that limits applications for relief to contain no more
than 100 pages of exhibits is prejudicial to respondents. Exhibits are the supplementary
evidence and documents appended to asylum applications. This limitation negatively
impacts specific clients who require more detailed documentary evidence. IJ Abbott’s
standing order prejudices respondents and creates a paradox for attorneys where they
have the responsibility as counsel to include all relevant evidence yet are confined to only
a 100-page exhibit.
8. Importantly, as my client is a rare language speaker, I need to provide sufficient
documentation demonstrating the persecution that individuals, like my client, face
because of their indigenous ancestry. The 100-page limit is counterproductive to this
need.
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___2/21/19_______________________________________
Date
__/s/________________________________________
Anonymous
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Appendix C: Summary of Interpretation
and Language Issues at El Paso SPC
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APPENDIX C – Interpretation and Language Issues at El Paso SPC
Date

Hearing

IJ

Language

Issue

Nov. 14, 20181

MCH

Abbott

Tibetan

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Nov. 7, 20182

Bond

Abbott

Spanish and
Ixil

Interpretation unavailable

Nov. 7, 20183

Bond

Abbott

Quiche

Interpretation unavailable

20184

MCH

Ruhle

Portuguese

Technical difficulties with telephone
interpretation.

Oct. 31, 20185

MCH

Abbott

Ixil

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Oct. 31, 20186

MCH

Abbott

Quechua

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Oct. 18, 20187

Bond

Tuckman

Unknown

Court provided Spanish interpreter to
indigenous language speaker.

Nov. 29, 20178

Bond

Abbott

Brazilian

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Nov. 29, 20179

Bond

Abbott

French

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Nov. 16, 201710

MCH

Abbott

Quiche

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Nov. 16, 201711

MCH

Pleters

Fulani

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Nov. 15, 201712

MCH

Ruhle

Kanjobal

Interpretation unavailable; hearing
rescheduled.

Nov. 15, 201713

MCH

Ruhle

Portuguese

Court provided Spanish interpreter who was
not proficient in Portuguese.

Nov. 1, 201714

Bond

Abbott

Romanian

Interpretation unavailable; hearing conducted
in Spanish before respondent is identified as
speaking Romanian.

Oct. 25, 201715

MCH

Abbott

Chuj

Interpretation unavailable.

201716

MCH

Abbott

Akatecco

Interpretation unavailable; indigenous speaker
attempting to communicate in Spanish. Abbot
states that “her Spanish was worse than his.”

Oct. 25, 201717

MCH

Abbott

French

Interpretation unavailable; hearing conducted
in English before respondent is identified as
only speaking French.

Oct. 25, 201718

MCH

Abbott

Multiple

Several respondents do not speak English or
Spanish but IJ only provides information in
those two languages.

Oct. 31,

Oct. 25,

Source: UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory 2017 - 2018.

1

Elisa Given, UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Abbott. Nov. 14, 2018.
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Chilton TIppin, UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Abbott. Nov. 7, 2018.
iId.
4 Chilton Tippin, UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory Master Calendar Hearing. IJ Abbtt. Oct. 31, 2018.
5 Chilton Tippin, UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory Master Calendar Hearing. IJ Abbott. Oct. 31, 2018.
6 Id.
7 Marina Villegas, UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Tuckman. Oct. 18, 2018.
8 UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. Bond Hearing. IJ Ruhle. Nov. 29, 2017. This court observation was
created on Nov. 29, 2017 and likely was for an observation that took place on or around this date.
9 Id.
10 UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Abbott. Nov. 16, 2017.
11 Tood Resier, UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Pleters. Nov. 16, 2017.
12 Maralyn Doering , UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Abbott. Nov. 15, 2017.
13 Id.
14 Maralyn Doering, UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. Bond. IJ Abbott. Nov. 1, 2017.
15 UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Abbott. Oct. 25, 2017.
16 Id.
17 Id.
18 UTEP/Hope Institute Asylum Observatory. MCH. IJ Abbott. Oct. 25, 2017.
2
3
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Appendix D: Methodology for University of
Texas at El Paso (UTEP) and Hope Border
Institute Court Observation Project
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APPENDIX D – COURT OBSERVATION METHODOLOGY
This complaint provides qualitative court observations to highlight or document questionable
conduct by IJs. Student researchers from UTEP, led by Assistant Professor Jeremy Slack, and the
Hope Border Institute, led by Policy Research Analyst Edith Tapia, conducted these court
observations. Researchers recorded observations through the Asylum Observatory, an initiative
established in 2017 whose goal to send court observers to bond hearings and Master Calendar
Hearings and bond hearings in the El Paso SPC.
Researchers received training on basic tenets of asylum and participant observation. Using
basic ethnographic techniques as well as a Rapid Appraisal (“RAP”) Methodology, researchers
recorded their interactions with noncitizens in the detention center, as well as the interactions
of judges, guards, asylum seekers, interpreters, and lawyers. In addition, each researcher
completed a rubric for each individual seeking asylum observed. This rubric contained basic
information such as date of arrival in the United States, country of origin, preferred language,
whether or not they had legal representation, and if the individual claimed fear if removed. As
not all information is spoken aloud in court, researchers were required to note which fields
were missing.
This methodology stemmed from RAP techniques which seek to give an in-depth review of a
situation with limited time or access. 1 Typically, researchers worked in pairs of two to three
people to verify recorded information, ultimately producing one final set of observations for
the rubric. This information was compiled along with the full field notes to produce data on the
processing center and asylum seekers detained therein.2 The observation court project began in
summer of 2017 and has continued until the present at different rates of observations.3

1
2

Beebe, James. 1995. "Basic concepts and techniques of rapid appraisal."Human Organization. 42-51.
by Hope Border Institute. El Paso, Texas: Hope Border Institue. Borderland Immigration Council.

Throughout this complaint, the court observations are be cited using the name of the
observer, the name of the project, the type of hearing involved, the IJ, and the date. All
observations are for pro se respondents, unless otherwise noted.
3
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Appendix E: Hearing Transcript Part I
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Appendix F: Hearing Transcript Part II
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Appendix G: Summary of Availability of El
Paso SPC Standing orders
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APPENDIX G – Availability of El Paso SPC Standing Orders
As part of research in support of the American Immigration Council’s complaint on due
process-related practices in the El Paso Service Processing Center Immigration Court (“El
Paso SPC”), researchers at Masa Group (advocacy@masadc.com) made several efforts
to obtain copies of standing orders from El Paso SPC Immigration Judges (IJs).
On November 14, 2018, a researcher called the El Paso SPC, connected with a secretary
named Danny; and was informed that the standing orders are never given out over the
phone, electronically, or and sometimes not even in person. The researcher was redirected to the U.S. Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) Public Access office,
which does not house local IJ standing orders—signifying a confusion about standing
order policies at the El Paso SPC.
During the week of February 11th, 2019, the same researcher called the El Paso SPC
again at to try and obtain the standing orders. The clerk, an individual named “Tony,”
was not aware of any processes to provide standing orders to outside parties and stated
he would talk to the IJs and obtain copies of the standing orders and either email or
physical mail copies.
On February 19, 2019, a researcher followed up with Tony, the clerk, from previous
outreach. The clerk stated that the standing orders could not be released to the general
public and could only potentially be released to attorneys who were registered with
EOIR.
Ultimately, we obtained the standing orders from a local practitioner.
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